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EUCLIDEAN FIBERINGS OF SOLVMANIFOLDS

JOHN STUELPNAGEL

This paper is concerned with the problem of finding condi-
tions on a solvable Lie group G and a closed subgroup H
which are sufficient for G/H to have topological structure of
a fiber bundle with compact base space and euclidean fiber (if
this is the case, we say that GjH has a euclidean fibering).
The main results are the following two theorems.

THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a connected solvable linear Lie
group, and H a closed subgroup which splits in G. Then G/H
has a euclidean fibering.

THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a connected solvable matrix group,
and assume that G is of finite index in its algebraic group
hull. Then for any closed subgroup H of G, G/H has a
euclidean fibering.

To the best of the author's knowledge, these are the first
results on existence of such fiberings which do not require that
the isotropy subgroup H have a finite number of connected
components.

A solvmanifold is a Hausdorff space X on which a solvable Lie
group G acts transitively. It is well-known that, if x e X and H is
the subgroup of G leaving x fixed, then X is homeomorphic to the
coset space G/H. The problem investigated in this paper is that of
finding conditions on G and H which are sufficient for G/H to have
the topological structure of a fiber bundle with compact base space
and euclidean fiber, and such that the action of the structure group
on the fiber is equivalent to the action of a linear group. Such a
fibering will be called a euclidean fibering. We are led to suspect the
existence of euclidean fiberings by Mostow's result of [4], in which he
shows that G/H is covered a finite number of times by the Cartesian
product of a compact solvmanifold and a euclidean space.

Our main results on euclidean fiberings are the two theorems quoted
above.

In addition to these results on euclidean fiberings of solvmanifolds,
we obtain in § 3 generalizations of some results of Togo on splittable
matrix groups (cf. [9], [10], [11]). Togo [10] has proved Theorem
3.1 for the case that if is a Zariski-connected C°°-group over an
algebraically closed perfect field, and has given an example (p. 319
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in [11]) to show that the theorem is not generally true if H Π N is
not connected.

The research in this paper was originally done for the author's
doctoral dissertation at the Johns Hopkins University. The author
wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. G. D. Mostow for his advice,
encouragement and direction.

2* Notation and preliminaries* If G is a Lie group, we shall
always mean by © the Lie algebra of G, and Ad will denote the
adjoint representation of G by automorphisms of © if H is a subgroup
of G, AdH denotes the image of H in AdG under Ad.

If G is a connected Lie group (we shall also say, equivalently,
that G is an analytic group), and H is a subgroup, H is said to be
full in G if no proper analytic subgroup of G contains H. H is said
to be uniform in G if G/H is compact, H being the topological closure
of H. It is shown in [3] that if G is nilpotent, and simply connected,
then there is a unique subgroup H in which the subgroup H is full,
and H may also be characterized as the unique analytic subgroup of
G in which H is uniform.

We shall often use without explicit reference the following fact:
Let G be a Lie group, H a closed subgroup, and F a closed subgroup
invariant under inner automorphism by elements of H, and such that
Ff]H is uniform in F. Then HF = {h-f\he H,fe F} is a closed
subgroup of G. Clearly HF is a subgroup, and to see that it is closed
we need only to observe that HF/H, being a continuous image of the
compact space F/F Π H, is a compact, hence closed, subset of G/H, and
consequently the inverse image HF of HF/H in G is closed.

If p is a representation of the Lie group G, we say that a sub-
group H of G is ^-reductive if p(H) is a reductive (i.e., fully reducible)
subgroup of ρ(G). It is known that a connected solvable matrix group
is reductive if and only if it is abelian and consists only of semisimple
matrices (a matrix is called semisimple if its minimal polynomial has
no repeated roots).

All linear transformations considered will be on vector spaces over
the real or complex numbers. A linear transformation x is said to be
unipotent if, for some integer n, (x — I)n — 0, I being the identity.
Any nonsingular linear transformation x may be written uniquely in
the form x = su — us, where s is semisimple and u is unipotent; s
and u are called respectively the semisimple and unipotent parts of x9

or the Jordan components of x.

By an algebraic matrix group we shall mean a subgroup of GL(n, R)
(resp. GL(n, C)) which is the intersection of some algebraic variety in
En2 with GL(n, R) (or in E2n2 with GL(n, C))9 GL(n) being embedded
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in euclidean space in the usual way. If H is a matrix group, the
intersection of all algebraic groups containing H is called the algebraic
group hull of H. If x and y are in GL(n), y is called an adherent of
x if y is in every algebraic group containing x. In particular, the
Jordan components of x are adherents of x.

We shall say that the space X has a euclidean fibering if X is the
total space of a fiber bundle having a compact base space, euclidean
fiber, and a group whose action on the fiber is equivalent to the action
of a linear group.

The term Γ-invariant exp-set will be used as defined in [5], namely:
Let Γ be a group of automorphisms of a Lie group G, S be a subset
of G, and let dΓ denote the group of automorphisms of ® induced by
Γ. S is called a /^-invariant exp-set if there exist linearly independent
subspaces @x, •••,©„ of @, each invariant under dΓ, such that the
mapping sλ + s2 + + sn —> exp st exp s2 exp sn is a homeomorphism
of @! + + <&n = @ onto S 0; in @<). Thus the operation of Γ on
S is equivalent to the operation of the linear group i f on @. If if
is a subgroup of G and ΓΉ is the group of inner automorphisms of G
by elements in H, we shall also call a /"Vinvariant exp-set an H-
invariant exp-set.

Topological terms applied to matrix groups will always refer to
the euclidean topology induced on GL(n), not the Zariski topology,
unless otherwise stated.

3* Splittability of solvable groups* In this section, we consider
different definitions of splittability for solvable groups. We first define
splittability for linear groups.

DEFINITION. Let G be a solvable linear group, and H a subgroup.
(1) G is said to be Jordan-splittable if it contains the Jordan

components of each of its elements;
(2) G is said to be splittable if G = A' N (semi-direct), where A

is a maximal abelian subgroup of semisimple elements of G, and N is
the subgroup of unipotent elements in G;

(3) H is said to split in G if there is a semi-direct decomposition
G = A N as in (2), with H = (H Π A) (H Π N) (semi-direct).

It has been shown by Togo in [9] that for connected linear groups,
(1) and (2) above are equivalent. We generalize this result in the
following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a connected splittable solvable linear
group, and H a subgroup of G with H Π N connected, where N is
the subgroup of unipotent matrices in G. Then (1), (2), and (3) above
are equivalent conditions on H. Furthermore, if any of these are
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satisfied, then maximal reductive subgroups of H are conjugate by
inner automorphism from H Π N.

Proof. It is obvious that (3) implies (2). Conversely, if H is
splittable, so that H = AH(H ΓΊ JV) (semi-direct), then AH is contained
in a maximal reductive subgroup A of G; since G is connected we have,
by the result in [9], G = A N (semi-direct), and AH — H Π A, so H
satisfies (3).

Proof that (1) implies (2). Let H be the algebraic group hull of
if, and x a unipotent element of Jϊ, so x is an adherent of some
element yeH. Since x is a unipotent adherent of y, x is an adherent
of the unipotent part of y [1]; but H Π JV, being a connected group
of unipotent elements, is algebraic, so x e H Π N. Thus H Π N —
H Π N. Let Mi be a maximal reductive subgroup of 3 containing the
maximal reductive subgroup A{ of JT, i — 1, 2. By Theorem 7.1 in
[7], there isneHΠN with nMφ-1 = M2; and ίϊ= Mr(HnN) (semi-
direct). Since A{ = M{ Π H, and ne H, it follows that nAλn~x — A2,
and H = ( i ϊ Π ΛQ ( J Ϊ Π JV). We have thus shown that (1) implies (2),
and that (1) implies that maximal reductive subgroups of H are con-
jugate by inner automorphism from H f] N.

Proof that (2) implies (1). Suppose H = AH (NΓ\H) (semi-direct).
If ΆH is the algebraic group hull of AH, then by Proposition 5.5 in
[1], H — AE (N Π H) is algebraic, since N Π H, being a connected
group of unipotent elements, is algebraic. If xe H, and x = s u is
the Jordan decomposition for x, then ueϊϊ, so u, being unipotent, is
in JV Π -ff = NΠH. Thus s = α^" 1 is in iϊ, and it follows that i ϊ is
Jordan-splittable.

Definitions (1) and (2) are not equivalent unless H Γ) JV is connected,
as counterexamples of Togo show ([10], [11]). It is obvious, however,
that (3) always implies (2), and the first part of the proof did not use
the assumption that H ΓΊ JV is connected, so (2) and (3) are equivalent
for subgroups of connected splittable linear groups.

We now make analogous definitions for simply connected abstract
groups.

DEFINITION. Let G be a connected, simply connected solvable Lie
group, and H a subgroup.

(1') H is said to be Jordan Ad-splittable if AdH, the image of
H in the adjoint group of (?, is Jordan-splittable;

(2') H is said to be splittable if H = AH (H Π N) (semi-direct)
where AH is an Ad-reductive subgroup of H, and N is the maximum
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analytic nilpotent normal subgroup of G.
(3') H is said to split in G if G = A. N', H = (An H) (H Π N')

(both semi-direct), where A is Ad-reductive and N' is an analytic sub-
group of N normal in G.

For a suitable faithful representation of G, Def. 3 is equivalent
to Def. 3'. We deal in this paper with spaces G/H where G is a
solvable linear group and H is a closed subgroup. When we refer to
H splitting in G it will always be in the sense of Def. 3.

Taking H = G in definitions (Γ), (2'), we obtain equivalent condi-
tions on G. To see this, observe that if G satisfies (1'), then AdG,
being Jordan-splittable, can be written AdG = A' AdN, where A! is a
maximal reductive subgroup of AdG. Letting 91 be a complementary
subspace to 31 in © invariant under A', it follows easily that © =
§1 + 31 (semi-direct), and that the analytic group A determined by 21
is Ad-reductive, so G is splittable. Conversely, if G = A N (semi-
direct), with A and N being as in Definition (2'), then AdG == Ad A AdN
(semi-direct), so by Theorem (3.1), AdG is Jordan-splittable.

We now prove a partial analogue of Theorem 3.1 for abstract
groups.

THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a connected, simply connected solvable
splittable Lie group, and H a subgroup of G containing no proper
analytic subgroup central in G. Assume that H Π N is connected,
and that Ad(H (Ί N) — AdH Π AdN, where N is the maximum analytic
nilpotent normal subgroup of G. Then H satisfies (1') if and only
if it satisfies (2'), and in this case maximal Ad-reductive subgroups
of H are conjugate by inner automorphism from H Π N.

Proof that (1') implies (2'). Let heH. Since AdH is Jordan-
splittable, we can find s',ue H with Ads' semisimple, Adue AdH'ΠAdN,
and Adh = Ads'Adu = AduAds'. Since AdH f] AdN = Ad(H Π N), we
can assume ue HΠ N. Now Ad{h-λsru) — e, so /zrV^ — ze H f] Z,
where Z is the center of G. Letting s = s'sr1, we have & = su. Now
Ad^us"1^"1) = e, so s^s"1^"1 G Z n H Π JV, which is an analytic sub-
group of H central in G, and therefore reduces to the identity. Thus
su — us. A similar argument shows that s and u are unique, if we
require ue HΠ N.

Let Aπ be a maximal Ad-reductive subgroup of H. Then Ad(AH)
is a maximal reductive subgroup of AdH. For suppose T is a maximal
reductive subgroup of AdH containing Ad(AH), and let te T. There
is he H with Adfe = t; for any α e AE, Adiaha^hr1) = (Ada^AdayH"1 =
e, so aha^h^e H f] N Π Z= (e). Thus ft commutes with all of AH,
and Adft is semisimple, so heAΞ, and ίeAd(A^), whence TczAd(AE).

If AH and AH are maximal Ad-reductive subgroups of H, then
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there is n = Adu, with ueHΓ\N, such t h a t n{AdAH)n~x = Ad{A'H),

so AdiuAsU-1) = AcZ(Ay. Thus for any aeAH, there is a'eA'H with
i4d(uαw~V) = 0, so (uau~λaf) e Z Π H. Now any element of Z Π JHΓ is
contained in every maximal AcZ-reductive subgroup of H, so uau~λaf e A'H,
and hence uau~x e A'H. It follows that u A ^ " 1 c A'H, and, by maximality
of AH, UAHU"1 — A'H. We have shown that maximal Ad-reductive sub-
groups of H are conjugate by inner automorphism from H Π N.

To show that H is a semi-direct product of the form A'H(H D N),
we observe that if h = s u is the unique decompostion given above
for h, then since s is contained in a maximal AcZ-reductive subgroup
of H, there is ne H f] N with wsw"1 e AH, so h = (wsw"1) (WS-V^SM)

is a decomposition of the desired form. Since A# Π (H Π iV) is contained
in H Π iSΓ ΓΊ Z, which consists of the identity alone, the decompostion
is semi-direct.

Proof that (2') implies (l f). If H=AB-(HΠ N), then AdH =
AdAH Ad(H Π N), and since Ad(H Π JV) is connected, it follows from
Theorem 3.1 that AdH is Jordan-splittable.

The definitions obtained by requiring that AdH satisfy (2) or (3)
are not in general equivalent with (2') and (3') as stated, as simple
counterexamples show.

That the assumption Ad(H Π N) — AdH ΓΊ AdN is necessary for
the theorem to hold, is shown by the following example: Let G be
the simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is spanned by X, Y, Z,
with bracket relations [X, Y] = Z; [X, Z] = -Y; [Y, Z] = 0; let h -
exp (2πX) exp Y, and let H be the cyclic subgroup of G generated
by h. Then AdH is a discrete group of unipotent elements, so H is
Jordan AeZ-splittable, and H Π N = (e) thus if H were splittable in
the sense of (2'), H would be an Ad-reductive subgroup of G, which
is not the case.

4* A lemma on nilpotent groups* We prove here a generaliza-
tion of Case 2a in Theorem 2.1 of [5] which will be used to apply
the results of the preceding section to fiberings of solvmanifolds.

LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent
Lie group, R a fully reducible group of automorphisms of G (i.e.,
the group dR of induced automorphisms of © is fully reducible,
considering © as vector space), and H an analytic subgroup of G
invariant under R. Then there is a closed subset E of G, invariant
under R and homeomorphic to a euclidean space, such that the
mapping ofExH onto G given by (e,h)—+ e h is a homeomorphism.

Proof. We prove the lemma first in the case that H is normal
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in G. Since ξ> is invariant under dR, there is a complementary subspace
G? in © invariant under dR. Since © = © + φ, G = exp(@ + ξ>). Let g e G.
Then there is a unique element l e © with g = expX, and X = Y1 + Y2

with Fi G @, F 2 e φ. Let Λ = exp ( - Γα) exp (Y, + Y2). By the Campbell-
Hausdorff formula, h — exp (Y2 + Q), where Q is a finite linear combina-
tion of terms of the form adPl(Y, + Y2) adqiYτ adPk(Y1 + Y2).
ad^Y^Y, + Γ2), with ^ + q{) ^ dim®. Since αdΓ^F, + Γ2) =
[Yi, ΓJ e £>, and αdZ(ξ>) c ξ> for all Ze@, we see that Q e ξ>.

Consequently Y2 + Qe §, and he H. Thus, we have g = (exp FJΛ, =
€ /t, with ee E = exp ©. To show uniqueness, we suppose e^ — e2 h2

with ex, e2 e exp ©, ^ , h2 e H. Then ex = e2h2hϊ1 = β2fe', so exp (log βj =
exp (log β2) exp (log h'). Again using the Campbell-Hausdorff formula,
we have exp (log e2) exp (log hi) — exp (log e2 + Y), where YefQ. Then
exp (logeλ) = exp (loge2 + Y), whence log e1 = loge2-hYf so Γ e ξ> Π @ =
(0), and consequently ^ = e2, hλ — h2.

The map of (E x i ί ) —* G given by (β, fe) —> e/̂  is continuous, by
continuity of group multiplication; let π denote the projection (as
vector space) of © onto @ given by π(Y1 + Y2) = Y19 where F 2 e ©,
F2 e ξ). Since π is linear, it is continuous. It is clear from the
construction that, to obtain the representation e h for an element
geG, we define e by e = exp (π(log</)). Since log, 7Γ, and exp are
continuous, e depends continuously on g, and hence h — e~τg does also.
Thus φ\ (e, h) —-> efe is a homeomorphism. That i? is homeomorphic to
euclidean space follows from the fact that exp: @ —> ΐ/ is a homeo-
morphism.

In the case that i ϊ is not normal in G, let £?! be the normalizer
of H in G, and define inductively iJ ί + 1 to be the normalizer of Hi in
G(i — 1, 2, •). For some integer iΓ, i?^ = G. That this is true is seen
by observing that for all i, Hi is connected, so either dim Hi > dim H{_λ

or Hi = iJi_lβ But if ii^ = JHΓί_1, then the ©/©i part of α d ^ has no
nonzero eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue zero, and this
contradicts the nilpotency of ©. Therefore, dim Hi > dim Hi_u so
Hκ = G for some K g dim G.

Since H{_λ is normal in Hi (letting Ho — H), H{ — J?f i ? ^ , by
the first part of the proof, where 2^ is a euclidean subspace of H{

invariant under R (clearly H{ is invariant under R for all i). Then
the map of Eκ x J E ^ x x Eί x If—> G given by (eκ, •• 9e1,h)—>
&K ' eκ-i * * * βife can be factored into

(#* x Eκ_t x x Exx H)->(EK x x E2x Hλ)

-+(Eκx ... x EBxH2)-> > ( # * x iϊ^.x) — G ,

each of which is a homeomorphism, and, letting E — EκEκ_λ Eu

the image of Eκ x Eκ_λ x x Ex under this map, we see that E is
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homeomorphic to euclidean space, and is closed in G, since E x (id.) is
closed in E x H.

It is clear from the construction that E is an iϋ-invariant exp-set

5* Applications to fiberings of solvmanifolds. Before consid-
ering more general types of solvmanifolds, we wish to single out
one special case, in which the fibers are permuted transitively by a
reductive subgoup of G.

THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a connected splittable solvable linear
group, H a closed subgroup which splits in G, and assume H Π N is
connected. Then G/H has a euclidean fibering such that the fibers
are permuted transitively by a reductive subgroup of G.

Proof. Let G = A-N, H = (HΠ A) (HΠ N) be the simultaneous
semi-direct decompositions of G and H. A/H Π A, being a connected
abelian group, may be written as the direct product of a toroidal group
and a vector group. Let P denote the inverse image in A of the
toroidal group, and let V denote a complementary subgroup to P in
A, so V is a vector group, and an A-invariant exp-set, and A = P V
(direct).

By Lemma 4.1, there is an A^-invariant exp-set E such that
N= E (H (Ί N), since HdN is analytic. Now we may write G =
P-V-E (Hf)N), or letting W= {v. e \ v e V, e e E], G = P W-(HΠN),
H=(PΓιH) (Hn N), where P f) H = AH, and W and H Π N are
^-invariant exp-sets. By Lemma 4.1 in [5], it follows that G/H is
a fiber bundle over P/H Π P, which is a toroidal group, with fiber W,
which is a euclidean space, and the group P permutes the fibers
transitively.

We now prove a lemma on fiber bundles which we shall need later.

LEMMA 5.2. Let B be the total space of a fiber bundle with base
space X, fiber Fx x F2, and group G, where Flf F2 are topological
spaces on which the Lie group G operates, and the operation of G
on Fx x F2 is given by g (flff2) = (gΆ, g A) Then B is the total
space of a fiber bundle with fiber F2 and group G, whose base space
Y is itself a fiber bundle with base space X, fiber Fl9 and group G.

Proof. We can regard the space B as the quotient space of the
space

T1=\J{(x,f1,f2,j)\xeUJ,f1eF1,f2eF2}
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by the relation

Λi: (x, Λ, Λ, 3)IΦ>', ft, fi, k) if x = a' ,

Λ' = flr*i(α;) Λ , fί = 0Λi(aO -/2,

since G operates componentwise on F1 x F2; here {Uj} is the family
of coordinate neighborhoods on X, and gk3{x): Ukf] U3-^G are the
coordinate transformations.

Let Y be the fiber bundle with base space X, fiber Fl9 group G9

coordinate neighborhoods {E7,-} and coordinate transformations gkjf whose
existence and uniqueness up to equivalence is proved in Theorem 3.2
in [8], and let ψ3: U3 x F1—>p~1(Uj) be the coordinate functions,
where p: Y—> X is the projection. Y may be regarded as the quotient
space of

by the relation

# 2 : (x, Λ, i ) W , //, fc) if x = x', fl = gk, (χ) Λ

Denote by qx the map of Tx onto 5 given by mapping a point
into its jβi-equivalence class, and by q2 the map of T2 onto Y given
by mapping a point into its inequivalence class, so qλ and #2 are open
and continuous.

Define π: B —> Y by ^(g^, / l f /2, i)) = q2(x, flf j). π is well-defined,
for if q1(x,flff2fj) = qi(x',fl,fi, k), then a? = a?', // = gkj(x) flf so
q2(xffifj)=:q2(x\fiyk). It is clear that π is open and continuous,
since qx and g2 are both open and continuous.

Let Vj — p^iUj), so {Vj} is an open covering of Y, and define φ3Ί
Vd x F2->π-\V3) by ^<2/,/2) - q1(ΨJ1(y)fΛJ). Since pπ(q^ψj\y)Jv j)) =
pq2(Ψ71(y), j) = J>(y) e Z7y, φXFi x F2) c π-XTy). To see that ^, is onto,
observe that if b = qx(x9fl9f29 k), then 6 = ?,(», flriJfe(a?) Λ, #ifc(x) -/2,i),
so & = φj(ψj(x, gjk(x) #/i)> î*(ίκ) 'Λ, i) The openness and continuity of
φ3- follow from that of qx and ψj1.

To show that φ3 is one-to-one, suppose that φ3{y,f2) — φi(y\fl)
Then qι(ψi1(y),f2,j) = q1(ψi1(y'),f2',j), hence / 2 = / 2 ' , and ψj\y) =
ψj\y'). Since ψv is one-to-one, y = j/ ' , so φ3 is one-to-one.

We have thus shown that B has a fibering of the desired type,
and we need only show that G is the group of the bundle. Suppose
yeV3f] Vk, and consider fi = φϊϊy φs,y(fύ Since φ3(y,f2) = φk(y,fi)
we have qx{fj\y), f2, j) = q^fΛy), fl, k), or, denoting ^(j/) by (a;, /,),
tfcXί/) by (a?, /ί), ?i(a?, Λ, /2, j) = gx(x, //, //, A;), so fi = flrfci(aj) -/2. Since

e G, the lemma is proved.
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We now apply our previous results to prove two theorems on the
existence of euclidean fiberings.

THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a connected solvable linear Lie group,
and H a closed subgroup which splits in G. Then G/H has a euclidean
fibering.

Proof. Let N denote the analytic subgroup of unipotent elements
of G, let AH be a maximal reductive subgroup of H such that H =
AH (H Π N), and let A be a maximal reductive subgroup of G con-
taining AH, so G = A N, Aπ = HΠA. If we denote by F the
minimum analytic subgroup of N containing H ΓΊ N, then H is contained
in the normalizer of F, and the subgroup HF is closed in G, since HF/H =
F/F f] H is compact. HF splits in G, since HF= AΞ (Hf) N)F =
A^ F (semi-direct), and HF Π N = F.

Let A# be the minimum analytic subgroup of A containing AH

and the maximum compact subgroup of A, and let V be a subgroup
of A complimentary to Aj. Then F is a vector group, A = Ά3 V,
and G = ΆH. F N. Letting S = F iV, we have HS = AH-S (semi-
direct), HS is closed, A^S/A^ = S / S n i f l = S is euclidean, and G/HS =
A^ S/A# S is homeomorphic to ΆH/AH, which is compact.

Now G/H is a fiber bundle with base space G/HS, fiber HS/H,
and group HS, acting on HS/H by left translation. Since HS/AH =
AHS/AH is euclidean, and hence solid, we can reduce the group of the
bundle to AH, acting on HS/H by left translation. (Theorem 12.5 in [8]).

Letting E be an A^-invariant exp-set such that N — E F (the
existence of E is proved in Lemma 4.1), we obtain HS = Aπ F E F =
V E-FΆff. Let AH operate on F x J S x f x i ^ by α(v, β,/, α') =
(avar1, aβar1, afar1, αα'), so the homeomorphism of HS onto
V x E x F x AH is equivariant with respect to the action of A3 on
HS, by left translation, and on the product space as defined above.
The map of HS/H onto V x E x (FΆH/H) given by sJEΓ— (v, β, hH),
where s = v e /&, v e F , eeE, heF A#, is clearly a homeomorphism,
also equivariant with respect to the action of A^.

Thus the fiber HS/H of the bundle whose total space is G/H is
homeomorphic to the Cartesian product of a euclidean space V x E,
and the compact connected nilmanif old F AH/(F ΓϊH) AH = F/F Π H,
and the group AH of the bundle acts componentwise. Applying Lemma
5.2, we thus obtain the stated result, that G/H is a fiber bundle with
compact base space and euclidean fiber, and the action of the group
is equivalent to the action of a linear group. Proof of the theorem
is complete.

In case the eigenvalues of the elements of Ad(AH) are all positive,
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we can obtain Mostow's result of [4] that the fibering is trivial.

COROLLARY. If the eigenvalues of the elements of Ad(As) are
positive, then G/H = Y x Ef, where E' is a euclidean space, and Y
is compact.

Proof. The action of the group Aπ on the fiber E'(=V x E) is
equivalent to the action of Ad{AH) on the tangent space @' of Ef at
the identity. Taking a basis in @' with respect to which the matrices
of Ad(AH) are diagonal, and letting A denote the minimum analytic
subgroup of diagonal matrices with positive eigenvalues containing
Ad(AH), we observe that A operates naturally on @'. Defining
λ(α)(exp βi) = exp (a(e$), for aeA, e{ e @4 (Gŝ  being the subspaces of
@' which make E' an A^-invariant exp-set), we see that λ defines an
operation of A on E', and the action of AH is equivalent to the action
of a subgroup of A, so we may regard A as the group of the bundle.
A is euclidean, and hence solid, so, by Theorem 12.5 in [8], we may
reduce the group of the bundle to the identity. Thus G/H = Y x E'.

The theorem just proved made assumptions about both G and H.
By making a somewhat stronger assumption on G, we are able to
drop all restrictions on H, except that it be closed.

THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a connected solvable matrix group, and
assume that G is of finite index in its algebraic group hull. Then
for any closed subgroup H of G, G/H has a euclidean fibering.

Proof. Let H' be the intersection of G with the algebraic group
hull of H, so Hr has a finite number of connected components. Denote
by H° the identity component of Hf, by H* the intersection of H
with H°, and let F= H-H°, so F/H°, being contained in the finite
group Hf/H°, has a finite number of connected components, and F is
closed in G. H* n [H°, H°] is uniform in [H°, H°], since [H°, H°] is the
minimum analytic group containing [H, H] c H*. Thus if* [H°, H°]
is closed, and normal in H°. The factor group H°/H* [H°, H°], being
abelian and connected, is the direct product of a toroidal group and
a vector group. Let T be the inverse image in H° of the toroidal
group, so H°/T is a vector group, and T/H*9 being a fiber bundle over the
compact base space T/H*-[H°,H°] with compact fiber H*-[H\ H°]/H* =
[H°, H°]/H* n [H°, H°], is compact.

We note that, since H°/H* is a fiber bundle with euclidean base
space H°/T and compact fiber T/H*, by Corollary 1.6 in [8], H°/H* =
F/H is homeomorphic with the product space (H°/T) x (T/H*).

HT, being a finite extension of T (since H/HΠT = H/H* is
finite), is closed in G, and has a finite number of connected components,
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so HT — K-E, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of HT and
E, being a if-invariant exp-set, is euclidean (cf. [5], [6]). Observe
that K leaves T invariant under inner automorphism, since T =
HT n H\ so there is a If-invariant exp-set V in ff° with F=V-E-K =
V-HT.

Since F is Jordan-splittable and F Π N is connected, JV being the
group of unipotent matrices in G, F splits in G, so ί W is closed and
normal in G. Then G/FN is a connected abelian group, so is a direct
product of a toroidal group and a vector group. Let Gx be the inverse
image in G of the toroidal group, so G/Gx is euclidean and GJFN is
compact.

Since F= V HT, and i ϊ Π N is connected, by Lemma 4.1 we can
write FN = Wf V HP, where W is a iΓ-invariant exp-set com-
plementary to ί7 Π JV in N.

Now Gj/ff is a bundle with compact base space GJFN, fiber FN/H,
and group FN acting by left translation on FN/H. Noting that
FN/K = W - V-E-K/K™ W x V x E, we see that FN/K is solid,
and we can reduce the group of the bundle to K acting on FN/H by
left translation. Letting W — W V, we see that if g e FN and g =
w t is the unique decomposition with weW, te HT, then the map
gH—> (w, £iϊ) is a homeomorphism of FN/H onto TF x HT/H, and this
map is equivariant with respect to the action of 1£, where K acts
componentwise on W 0 HT/H, by inner automorphism on TF and left
translation on HT/H. By Lemma 5.2, Gi/iϊ is a fiber bundle over a
compact base space X with euclidean fiber and compact group K,
whose action on the fiber is equivalent to the action of a linear group.

G/H, being a bundle over the euclidean space G/Gx with fiber GJH,
is homeomorphic to the product bundle (G/G^ x (GJH), by Corollary
1.6 in [8]. It is easily seen that G/H is thus a bundle over X with
euclidean fiber (G/Gj) x W, and group K acting componentwise, where
K acts trivially on G/G1 and by inner automorphism on W. Proof of
the theorem is complete.

The proof of Theorem 5.4 included an investigation of the factor
space of H°/H*, which can also be applied to H'/H, where Hf is the
minimum subgroup of finite index in the algebraic group hull of H,
and containing H. If H is the algebraic group hull of H, then H/H
is homeomorphic with the cartesian product of H'/H with a finite set
S, having the discrete topology, and each component is homeomorphic
to H'/H, which is the cartesian product of a compact space C and a
euclidean space E. Since the space C x S is compact, and H/H^
(C x S) x E, we have thus proved the following special result:

THEOREM 5.5 Let G be a solvable algebraic matrix group, and
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H any closed subgroup whose algebraic group hull is G. Then G/H &*
C x E, where C is a compact space and E is euclidean.
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